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Introduction 

Post pregnancy patients seldom present to eye loss. Here we 

report an instance of a seven-day post pregnancy patient with 

unexpected beginning level diplopia and an occipital cerebral 

pain according to the viewpoint of the ophthalmology eye loss 

in a tertiary clinic. Intracranial imaging precluded any intense 

pathology. The patient required epidural sedation during work, 

and a conclusion of a Post-Dural cut cerebral pain (PDPH) 

with an abducens nerve paralysis was reached. A blood fix 

was not given for this situation. The cerebral pain settled   

and the diplopia self-settled three weeks post pregnancy. 

PDPH with extra-visual muscle paresis is uncommon, and,  

as the diplopia beginning ordinarily follows the trademark 

orthostatic migraines of PDPH, almost certainly, these patients 

are followed up by obstetricians or anesthetists. These patients 

seldom present to ophthalmology administrations to get this 

finding, thusly ophthalmologists probably won't be acquainted 

with this pathology. As far as anyone is concerned, this is the 

main case report of PDPH with cranial nerve paralysis that has 

been recorded to present to an ophthalmology office [1]. 

 

Abducens nerve paralysis is the most widely recognized kind 

of visual nerve paralysis, and ophthalmologists know about 

diagnosing and dealing with this condition. The occurrence 

of abducens nerve paralysis increments with age, along these 

lines youthful patients giving to the ophthalmology benefits 

this condition are uncommon. While a vascular etiology is 

most normal in the old, in a youthful populace bunch, different 

causes are more normal, and broad examinations are generally 

coordinated to prohibit them [2]. 
 

Confined abducens nerve paralyses don't will more often 

than not be agonizing; consequently the presence of related 

cerebral pains ought to be thought of as a significant sign for 

intracranial pathology that warrants  further  examinations.  

In the prompt post pregnancy  time  frame,  cerebral  pains 

are genuinely normal, larger part ascribed to essential 

cerebral pains the most widely recognized being headaches. 

Notwithstanding this, a post pregnancy patient ought to raise a 

level of doubt. Especially assuming the introducing migraines 

are related with other neurological "warning" highlights, since 

they could incorporate genuine pathologies, for example, 

toxemia, cerebral venous apoplexy, or subdural haematoma 

[3]. 

Here we report the instance of a post  pregnancy  patient  

who introduced to eye setback with a migraine and diplopia 

brought about by intracranial hypotension. We examine the 

way to deal with finding and the executive’s choices for this 

condition which, albeit normal in a sedative assistance, is 

seldom connected with diplopia and never first presents to 

ophthalmology. 
 

A 27-year-old female seven days post pregnancy introduced to 

her neighbourhood optician preceding going to eye loss with 

an unexpected beginning flat diplopia. The diplopia vanished 

after shutting both of her eyes, and it was more regrettable   

to her left side look. No other visual unsettling influences 

were noted separated from the unexpected beginning of flat 

diplopia, which was steady. 
 

The patient was fit and well and had no previous clinical 

history. Her pregnancy was eventless separated from drawn out 

work requiring an epidural sedative, trailed by unremarkable 

forceps conveyance. Not long after conveyance, the patient 

created occipital migraines and neck torment yet was therefore 

released from the emergency clinic with caffeine tablets. 

These tablets settled the torment at first, however over a time 

of days, the migraines turned out to be more successive and 

extraordinary. The migraines deteriorated when upstanding 

and mitigated, when inclined. She denied any queasiness, 

heaving, and loss of awareness, seizures, photophobia or 

pyrexia. The migraines chose the morning of her going to the 

eye facility (seventh day post pregnancy) [4]. 
 

Visual sharpness was 6/4.8 in the two eyes. Intraocular 

pressure was 9 mmHg in the right eye and 10 mmHg in the 

left eye. No overall afferent pupillary imperfection (RAPD) 

was recognized and her variety vision was full in the two eyes 

utilizing Ishihara plates. Humphrey focal 24-2 limit visual 

field was full and the vulnerable side was not broadened. Cut 

light assessment was mediocre in the two eyes. Assessment 

of the cranial nerves inspired a left abducens nerve paralysis, 

with the left eye not having the option to snatch past the 

midline. No proptosis was noted. No other central nervous 

system science was available. 
 

The patient was clinically steady. Her circulatory strain was 

107/73 mmHg with a pulse inside the typical reach. Full 

blood count, urea and electrolytes, liver capacity tests, and 
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C-responsive protein were typical. The pee dipstick showed no 

protein. CT head uncovered a marginally noticeable pituitary 

organ at 9 mm breadth; however no intense intracranial 

pathology or intracranial masses were distinguished. 

Considering her work history, post-dural cut migraine (PDPH) 

with extraocular muscle paresis was thought and the case was 

examined with the obligation epiduralist who conceded the 

patient following appraisal at maternity emergency [5]. 
 

An epidural blood fix was not presented by the anesthetists in 

that frame of mind, as it was considered for it to be impossible 

of any advantage as the neuropraxia would have proactively 

happened and the dural cut would probably have recuperated. 

To bar a relentless dural break (wherein a blood fix could help 

in lessening further harm to the abducens nerve), a MRI head 

and spine with gadolinium contrast was recommended by the 

radiologist; however the patient declined the sweep. 
 

The patient was dealt with moderately with bed rest, hydration 

and caffeine tablets, and in the long run released from the 

medical clinic with follow-up by sedatives and ophthalmology. 

According to an ophthalmology perspective, an eye fix was 

proposed to mitigate the patient's diplopia. Her visual side 

effects and cerebral pain step by step settled more than about 

fourteen days and the abducens nerve paralysis totally settled 

while going to her development inside the orthoptic center. 

The patient was released from further development. 
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